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Foreword

Resonances of Asia

Music is high on CIC agenda of sponsoring throughout the world.

1

by

Alaipayyuthe

Robert Casteels

[7:40]

Composed by Oothukkadu Vegadasubbaiar for Khuzal and ensemble of South Indian instruments
In France, Crédit Industriel et Commercial has been sponsoring the annual classical
music awards “Ies Victoires de la Musique" for numerous years and is the privileged
sponsor and owner of a famous cello made in 1737 by Francesco Goffriller and played by
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internationally renowned cellist Ophélie Gaillard, (www.0pheliegaillard.com).

3

It was then time to offer our clients and business partners an Asian token of appreciation
in line with our sponsoring priority: musicr This has been done with the help of the talent
of Dr Robert Casteels (www.robertcasteels.com), a leading educator, composer and
conductor who has made Asia his home and Asian music one of his great passions and
sources of inspiration. I am very grateful to Robert for proposing to us a selection of
original and excellent “Truly, Uniquely and Incredibly Asian resonances” and I thank you
for sharing our curiosity and our enjoyment.

Phama Klong Yao and Thoet Thoeng [5:28]

Thai festive songs for Thai instrumental ensemble

In Luxembourg, in their theatrette, our colleagues from Banque de Luxembourg have been
inviting famous musicians and recording their work on compact discs for the pleasure of
their clients. Same in Lyons, in CIC Lyonnaise de Banque, same in Paris, in Lille...
In Asia, our involvement with music started in 2004 with the sponsoring of the Hong Kong
Philharmonic Orchestra, then in Singapore with the sponsoring of two private concerts at
Esplanade in 2004 with the Orchestra of the French Republican Guard and in 2009 with
Ophélie Gaillard and twenty nine musicians under the baton of Michael Cousteau.

Baris [4:02]

Balinese warrior dance for Gamelan orchestra

4 The Festival of the Torch Festival [3:58]
Composed by Wu Junsheng for Pipa
5

Triphony [9:18]

Composed by Robert Casteels for European, Chinese and Balinese Gamelan orchestras
6 Ugoy Ng Duyan ‘Lulling Cradie' [3:55]
Composed by Lucio San Pedro for Voice and Guitar
7 Bu6i

Séng sang Huang ‘Morning Over the Perfume River’
Composed by Xuén Khéi for Dan Béu
8

Riclk Rlcik [5:48]

Javanese dance piece for Gamelan orchestra
9

[5]

,

Sakura Sakura Hensookyoku ‘Cherry Blossom Variations’ [6:58]
Japanese folk song arranged by Sawai Tadao for Kate

10 A Mirror of Sound [8:50]
Composed by Robert Casteels for European, Chinese and Indian utes with amplied
grand piano, in 2 movements: A Mirror of Lightening Sound/ A Mirror of Lightning Sound

Jean-Luc Anglada
Regional Manager
CIC Asia Pacific

11 Qué Me ‘Home’ [3:23]
Composed by Khéc Chi for Dén Béu

12 Madhura Manohara [6:54]
Hymn composed by His Holiness Swami Shantanand Saraswathi for Bansuri
13

Tintinabulum, CICS Asian Variations [7:08]
Composed by Robert Casteels for piano
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Programme notes
Dear listener,
Music per se is not at all a universal language. What is universal are the emotions that
music convey, whatever our race, religion and age group may be. Every time the sun sets
down, somewhere, a species, a language, a type of music becomes extinct. Every time
the sun rises, new musical languages are born. We live in a world of sound bites. Listening
habits have changed. Few people have been taught how to listen. Appreciation is a learned
response. We find it hard to enjoy what we do not know. Different types of music are
best approached by accepting differences, by switching off our concept of consonance and
dissonance. Any time in life that we encounter a new music, emotional associative learning
takes place to determine our response. Once this is understood and accepted, any negative
impressions on first hearing can thereafter be transformed into a hedonistic experience.
Any new discovery can lead to an enriching experience. I invite you on a journey through
Asian lands of astounding richness and variety. The selection of music is purely subjective
and is not meant to be exhaustive. I am greatly indebted to each and every one of the fine
performers featured on this compact disk.

1) Alaipayyuthe
Only since the 12m c. did Indian civilisation develop two distinct musical traditions:
Hindustani in the North and Karnétak in the South. Oothukkadu Vegadasubbaiar was
a well known composer from South India. His life span from 1700 to 1765 makes him
a contemporary of Johann Sebastian Bach. Whereas precisely since Bach’s time, most
European music has privileged and developed the vertical aspect of music (that is tunes
accompanied by chords or several notes played at the same time), Indian classical music
has privileged the horizontal aspect of music (that is subtle melodies with micro intervals).
The elaborate system of scales from which melodies are derived is called Raga. Tala refers
to the complex system of rhythmic cycles. Vegadasubbaiar set Alaipayyuthe in the Raga
named as Kaanada and in the cycle of 8 beats known as Adi Tala. Alaipayyuthe literally
means ‘ocean flowing’ and is known for the tongue twisting words. Thus is the meaning
of this song.
“My mind is all af/utter,
Oh Krishna, listening to the joyous, enchanting music
My mind is all autterr

of your ute,

In this clear moonlight, I strain my eyebrows hard and look in your direction,
the mellow tunes of your ute come floating in the breeze...
my eyes feel drowsy and a new feeling sweeps my being”

Ghana as he is affectionately known in the Indian music circles plays the kuzhal, the
Southern Indian flute. There are no keys to produce sharps and ats (that is, the black
keys of a piano), therefore all tones and microtones are produced by special fingering
techniques. To my western ears listening beyond supercial
orientalism, Indian music
sounds like perfume. Ghana is accompanied by Govindaswamy on the violin, M.A. Krishna
Murthy on the mridangam -the Karnétak drum-, R.A. Rajagopalan on the ghatam -a
Karnétak percussion instrument consisting of a pot made out of hardened clay- and Kishan
Murthy on the keyboard.

2) Baris

Robert Casteels

Imagine that most of European music is akin to a journey through a mountainous
landscape: two ideas are formulated, developed through argumentation and compete
in a succession of peaks leading to a climax. Thereafter follows a positive or negative
resolution. Imagine that gamelan music is akin to an innite spiral that circles deeper
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and deeper towards a central point. As the gamelan music unfolds, particularly in an
outdoors situation, the listener goes into a mental state of suspended animation. Indonesia
presents three very different tradition of gamelan music: Sundanese in the West, Solonese
in Java and Balinese in Bali. The word gamelan means ‘to strike with a hammer’. Gamelan
refers to a whole set of Indonesian instruments, mostly metallophones. Baris is a Balinese
warrior dance for Gamelan orchestra is the piece used to accompany the Balinese warrior
dance. A 5010 dancer personifies the courageous and triumphant warrior prior to the battle.
Literally, bar/s means a line, as in, a line of soldiers. This version is an arrangement for
Javanese gamelan by renowned gamelan teacher, Pak Poedijono in the 19805 in Melbourne
for his spouse who is a Balinese dancer. Joyce Teo leads the following musicians from the
LASALLE Gamelan Ensemble: Anne Choo, Edmund Wee, Muhd Rozaidi, Jenny Zhou, ST
Chan, Jeanette Tjoeng, RX Gan, Nigel Ng, Elana Solomon and Abigail Hubbard.

3) Phama Klong Yao and Thoet Thoeng

This lively and festive set of folk pieces is normally performed during happy occasions.
The composer is unknown and there is no specific meaning to the title. The first song’s
name refers to the instrument that is the focus in the music. It is a klong yao (long drum).
The second song's name is imitating the sound of long drum and the way people dance
to accompany the music. The following instruments are played: Ranat Ek (high pitched
xylophone), Ranat Thum (low pitched xylophone), Klong Yao (long drum), Ching (a pair
of cymbals) and Krap (a pair of clappers). Koong leads players Disorn Ruenprot, Danai
Yutikan, James, Jimmy Jakkrist Kaewmahapinyo and Pawdiwin PJ Subyen from Seang
Siam, a group of UK born Thai young musicians. Seang in Thai means sound. Siam is
the old name of Thailand. Therefore, taken together, Seang Siam means ‘the sound of
Thailand’.

4) The Night of the Torch Festival

Han Chinese form about 92% of the Chinese population. That leaves around 100 million
citizens of the People's Republic of China who are non-Han. It is thus no wonder that
many Chinese Han composers have written pieces based on non—Han music. The Night
of the Torch Festival is based on folk melodies from the Yi, an ethnic group living in
mountainous areas of southwestern China. Chinese music excels at describing a narrative.
In masterpieces, Chinese composers achieve to convey deep emotions far beyond a mere
anecdotic description. The Night of the Torch Festival depicts the traditional festival
when bonfires are lit while people sing and dance around them the whole night. This

piece was written in 1979 by Wu Junsheng, a renowned pipa educator who currently resides
in the USA. The pipa is a pear-shaped plucked lute with 4 strings. Contrary to European
music, Chinese music is poor in brass instruments but rich in plucked chordophones, that
is, instruments where the sound is produced by plucking a string.

5) Triphony

This massive piece was commissioned in 2002 by the Centre for The Arts, National
University Singapore. Three stories, three orchestras and three conductors: hence the title
Triphony. Three conductors simultaneously each led an orchestra consisting of European
wind instruments, Chinese instruments. and Balinese gamelan instruments respectively.
Each player knew at every given time which conductor to follow. The conductors must
keep independent speeds and know at which point in time they had to meet. This modus
operandi allowed me to achieve rich superimposition of rhythmic layers. Dreams create
extraordinary associations and amalgamations and are often a source of my inspiration.
I dreamt that after death, every one of us will metamorphose into floating bubbles of
thought, allowing us to see and understand the great minds of the past. The European
orchestra tells a story by composer Maurice Ravel. The Chinese orchestra narrates one
by composer CIaude-AchiHe Debussy. The story of composer Béla Barték is told by the
gamelan instruments. The unfolding discourse comes and goes as oneiric cycles do., In the
end Triphony gently implodes by evaporation.

6) Sa Ugoy Ng Duyan

Maestro Lucio San Pedro (1913-2002) is a giant in the Philippine music scene, with a wideranging body of works. In 1991, at the age of 78, San Pedro was conferred the title of
National Artist for Music — the highest award that can be given to any Filipino Artist. It was
a fitting honor to cap the bevy of awards he had already received throughout his career. His
music was firmly rooted in the small town of Angono, an idyllic place blessed with a view of
both lake and mountains. It was Angono’s rustic charm — the colorful fiestas and the verdant
scenery, as well as the simple nobility of its common folk — that inspired San Pedro to write
his music. San Pedro called his musical philosophy “creative nationalism”, but instead of
being parochial, his music is universal; it is evocative without being literal. The Maestro’s
skill is evident in Sa Ugoy Ng Duyan, which means ‘lulling cradle’, that he composed while
on his way home to Philippines aboard a ship‘ Lyricist Levi Celerio (1910-2002) then penned
the words after San Pedro composed the melody.
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“Those good old days, I pray won’t fade
When I was young and in Mother’s care
Oh, to hear dear Mother’s lullaby again
The song of love as she rocked my cradle.
In my deep and peaceful slumber
The stars watch over me in vIg/‘I
Life was like heaven in the arms of Mother
Now my heart longs for the lulling cradle.
Those good old days, I pray won’t fade
When I was young and in Mother’s care
Oh, to hear dear Mother’s lullaby again
The song of love as she rocked my cradle.
Lu/I me, Mother, in my dear old cradle
Oh, Mother”

7) Bué’i Séng sang Hu'dng
The monochord Dan Béu is Vietnam’s most famous musical instrument. Its origin is purely
Vietnamese, and its design a miracle of simplicity and efciency. Dén Béu has no frets
and is played with a bamboo pick held in the right hand to pluck the string while the outer
palm touches the string at a precise point to create the harmonic sound. Meanwhile, the
left hand moves a flexible rod out of buffalo horn that is positioned vertically at the end
of the string. Thus are produced a great variety of subtle vibratos, slides, glissandos and
grace notes. Bu8i Séng Séng Hu‘dng means ‘Morning Over the Perfume River’. This river
ows
through the city of Hue, in central Vietnam. To compose this uplifting piece, Xuén
Khéi borrowed many elements from popular songs of central Vietnam. The end of the song
simulates the undulating movements of the river.
8) Ricik Ricik

Back to Indonesia, this time on the island of Java. The same players from the LASALLE
Gamelan Ensemble perform Ricik Ricik which describes the sound of trickling water. Ricik
Ricik Is a traditional Javanese piece normally used to accompany dance.

9) Sakura Sakura Hensookyoku
“Cher/y blossoms
In the Spring sky
As far as you can see
Like clouds
They are so fragrant
Let us go and see the blossoms”

For over a thousand years, Japanese people have been celebrating the cherry blossom
season in the spring. This beauty, very much cherished by the Japanese, is described
Composer Sawai Tadao arranged Sakura Sakura
by a folksong entitled Sakura.
Hensookyoku or ‘Cherry Blossom Variations’ for 5010 Kate in 1971. This piece starts with
a short introductory phrase, followed by five variations. Each variation can be performed
by itself. The Koto is considered to be Japan’s national music instrument. This traditional
stringed musical instrument was originally brought from China in the 7‘h c. and became
a part of the Gagaku, Japanese court orchestra. The thirteen strings of the Karo are
stretched along a soundboard of nearly two metres made of hollowed—out paulownia
timber and tuned for different songs by movable bridges. The Kate is played with plectrum
on the thumb and the rst two—ngers of the right hand, the left hand applying pressure
to vary the pitch.

10) A Mirror of Sound
A Mirror of Sound was specially commissioned by the National University of Singapore,

Centre For The Arts for the Tan Ean Kiam 2009 Arts Awards ceremony. I invite three
flautists from different cultures to select a type of ute. For the premiere and for this
recording, the performers chose a European C-ute and piccolo ute, two Karnétak Bansuri
as well as the Chinese Dadi and Xiaodi. The autists project their sound into an instrument
which may look like a western grand piano, but is actuaIIy treated like a large resonating
and percussive yang qin. In the rst movement entitled ‘A Mirror of Lightening Sound’, a
peaceful melody unfolds thrice. For the second movement entitled ‘A Mirror of Lightning
Sound’, players switch instruments to reach the highest register for vivacious and brief
avalanches of bouncing sound.
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11) Qué Me

Biographies

I am so touched by the sound of the Vietnamese Dan Béu that I cannot resist the temptation
to offer you a second piece entitled Qué Me or ‘Home', composed by Khéc ChI'. The piece is
an instrumental version of a popular song, in which the narrator describes happy memories
from his childhood growing up in the city of Hue: sailing on the Perfume River, ying the
kite in the fields, watching the birds flying back to their nesting grounds as the sun sets
over Ngu Binh mountain, while he dreams of a future full of possibilities.

Dr ROBERT CASTEELS
Composer, conductor, educator and pianist Dr Robert Casteels beIieves that these roles are
fundamentally interrelated in the kaleidoscope of activities that is music making.

Casteels has conducted more than 50 professional orchestras in 20 countries in a repertoire
of 600 works of all genres. He has conducted premieres of symphonic works, ballets and
operas in festivals such as the Spoleto Festival (US, Italy, Australia), Ars Musica (Brussels),
Brisbane Biennale, Focus (New York), Wien Modern (Vienna), and Berlin Biennale.

12) Madhura Manohara
20th c.

composer His Holiness Swami Shantanand Saraswathi wrote the words and the
music for Madhura Manohara, set in the evening raga of Misra Shivaranjani and the 16
beat cycle of Teen Tal. Madhura means nectar and Naada resonance. This Hindustani hymn
or bajan means literally:

Casteels studied composition with Fernand Quinet in Brussels and Peter Maxwell Davies
in Dartington, England. He graduated from the French and Flemish Royal Conservatories
in Brussels in piano and orchestral conducting, as well as from the Eétvds Institute, the
Guildhall School of Music of London and the JuiIHard School in New York
where his teachers included Leonard Bernstein and Zubin Mehta.

What a bliss it is to hear that lovely Naada
which spikes my heart oh for so long and gets me intoxicated

13) Tintinabulum, CICS Asian Variations for piano
In July 2009, I shared the daily life of the Akhas people
who live high up in the mountains of northern Thailand.

The ringing sound of the Akha voices singing across the
valley impressed me greatly and inspired the compositional
technique I applied in this final piece of our musical journey,
hence the title, Tintinabulum, which refers to a small
tinkling bell. The four initial notes are linked to the acronym
of Crédit Industriel et Commercial — Singapore Branch.
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Casteels is the recipient of several awards, including the Bruno Walter
Scholarship for Orchestral Conducting awarded by the Juilliard School
for two consecutive years, as well as the First Prize for contemporary
music at the International Conducting Competition of the Hungarian
Radio and Television. In 2001, Casteels became the youngest recipient
and the second musician ever to receive the prestigious Christoffel
Plantin Prize, the FIemish Government’s highest award for cultural
achievements.

4"

$6)

s

CICS is also the Reuters dealing code of CXC — Singapore Branch. In between reiterations
of the CICS theme, I play six variations based on some of the tracks presented on this
compact disk. Dear listener, I leave it to your curiosity to nd the aural links. I extend my
deepest gratitude to CIC bank for meeting the idea of this compact disk and nancing its
production.
1’

Since taking up permanent residency in Singapore in 1996,
Casteels has contributed tirelessly to Singapore’s music scene.
He has collaborated with more than 50 Singaporean visual and
performing artists, and was co-founder of the LASALLE Gamelan
Ensemble. In 2007, Casteels became a proud Singaporean
citizen, focusing his activities on composing and teaching.

Casteels has written a growing corpus of 100 musical works
which cross cultures, genres and disciplines. These range from
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miniature to large-scale works in the European tradition, as well as multidisciplinary works
which combine European, Chinese, Indian instruments and gamelan with computergenerated sound and images. In 2004 the University of Melbourne awarded Casteels a
Doctorate for his thesis on gamelan and contemporary music. Casteels’ compositions have
been premiered in Australia, Belgium, China, England, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, New
Zealand and The Netherlands. Seven audio and video compact discs entirely devoted to
Casteels' works have been published thus far.

the Faculty of Fine and Applied Arts, Chulalongkorn University (Thailand). In 2002, she
was awarded a scholarship to study Ethnomusicology at the School of Oriental and African
Studies, University of London, where she is now currently a PhD candidate. While pursuing
her PhD, Koong has been continually invited as a guest lecturer at music faculties as well
as a consultant for music activities. She also performs for various overseas institutions and
at international music festivals.

CHUA YEW KOK, Pipa player

In recent years, Casteels executed a series of spgcial projects that combined music and
other disciplines in a meaningful collaboration between international and Singaporean
artists: the festival Magic of Music in Movies in 2004, Music and Architecture in 2006, and
in 2007, Food, Plants and Music at the Old Parliament Arts House and Petronas Galeri in
Kuala Lumpur. As Artistic Director of the Asia-Europe Foundation (ASEF)’s first music camp
I’mPulse held in the Philippines in 2005, he brought together young graduates from the
universities and conservatories of 3S ASEF countries to perform and record each others’
works. His most recent creation was Bird Songs for the conclusion of the 150‘h anniversary
celebrations of the Singapore Botanic Gardens.

Yew Kok graduated from the Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts with a BA (Hons) in Music.
After clinching lst prize in the Singapore National Chinese Music Competition (Pipa Open
Category), Yew Kok was awarded the Outstanding Performance Award in the First Youth
Artistry Chinese Traditional Music Instrumental Solo Competition held in Beijing and
the 2nd prize in the Hong Kong Dun Huang (Yun) Cup Pipa Competition. He performs
with the Arts Sphere Chinese Ensemble that was awarded 1St prize at both the National
Chinese Music Competition (Ensemble Open Category) and the Llangollen International
Musical Eisteddfod held in Wales. Yew Kok has staged numerous sold-out solo recitals,
and performs as soloist in concerti with the Singapore Armed Forces Music and Drama
Company, Singapore Chinese Orchestra and Hsinghai Chinese Orchestra, among other
ensembles.

GHANAVENOTHAN RETNAM, Flautist, composer
Son of Sri R. Retnam, a pioneer musician in Singapore, Ghanavenothan had his tutelage
under Pandit M. Ramalingam who nurtured his passion for playing the flute and devotion
to Indian classical music. Along with extensive recordings of his music, Ghanavenothan
has numerous performances to his credit and has accompanied world—renowned artists.
Ghanavenothan staged the world premiere of Ghana Sangam at the Singapore Arts Festival
this June, and also conducted two flute arrangetrams for his students, a first in Singapore.
Ghanavenothan became the rst Singaporean Indian artiste to be awarded the prestigious
Singapore’s Young Artist Award for music and the titles of Sangeetha Kala Nipuna. Singai
Venugana Visharada and Mohana Murali. He was awarded a Lifetime Achievement and
Humanitarian Medallion by the World Peace and Harmony Organisation in New York.
Ghanavenothan composes music for orchestras and ballets locaHy and abroad, and serves
as the music director of Bhaskar’s Arts Academy and on programming panels of the
National Arts Council, the People’s Association and the National Youth Council.

LOW YIK HANG, Chinese percussion player
Born in Malaysia, Yik Hang started learning Erhu and Percussion at the age of 15. In
2005, he successfully auditioned into the Singapore Youth Chinese Orchestra. An active
performer, Yik Hang has represented SYCO in performing at the Tainan International Chisi
Arts Festival and the Hong Kong Youth Music Camp. Yik Hang is also a frequent guest
performer for the Singapore Chinese Orchestra and is currently playing with the Singapore
Youth Chinese Orchestra, Marsiling CCC Chinese Orchestra, the Symphonic Percussion and
the Artsphere Chamber Ensemble.

JOYCE TEO, Ethnomusicologist, educator
a

PAPHUTSORN WONGRATANAPITAK (Koong), Music director

Koong was exposed to Thai classical music at seven years old when she began learning
from various well-known national artistes at the Royal Palace ‘Ban Plai Noen’ in Bangkok.
Eventually, she graduated with a BMus (Second Class Honours) in Thai classical music from

and arts manager
Ethnomusicology, and is currently Assistant Director in the School
of Technology for the Arts at Republic Polytechnic, Singapore. Joyce has over 20 years of
experience as a composer, educator, arts manager, arts critic and consultant in Gamelan
and World Music. She has composed for a variety of art forms including lm, dance and
theatre. As the former Artistic Director of Gamelan Asmaradana, she led the group at
Poland's Brave Festival 2006, winning the Brave Festival Award for best international act.
In 2009, she led the LASALLE Gamelan Ensemble for a series of concerts at the Shanghai

Joyce holds an MA

in
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International Children's Theatre Festival. She is currently on the People’s Association Talent
Advisory Panel and National Arts Council Arts Resource Panel for Music.

MANUEL CABRERA II, Guitarist
Manuel obtained his Bachelor of Music in Guitar Performance at the University of Santo
Tomas, Conservatory of Music and his Master of Music in Guitar under a scholarship at
the Elisabeth University of Music in Hiroshima, Japan. As a student, Manuel performed
in various master- classes and won major competitions in the Philippines and Japan,
including lst prize at the 1999 National Music Competitions for Young Artists (Manila,
Philippines) and the 3lst Nippon Guitar Competition Solo Category (Osaka Japan). Manuel
was featured as a performer at the 2004 Filipino Artists Series and at the New Artists
Concert in Elisabeth University of Music (Hiroshima). He has performed as soloist with
the University of the Philippines Chamber Orchestra and the University of Santo Tomas
Symphony Orchestra, and has also staged solo concerts in Japan. Manuel taught at the
University of Santo Tomas, Conservatory of Music from 2000 to 2007. He is now based in
Singapore and is actively pursuing a career in performing and teaching.

LODILEE OLIVAS, Soprano
Lodilee graduated from the University of Santo Tomas, Conservatory of Music in Manila,
Philippines with a Bachelor of Music in Music Education, and a Major in Voice under the
tutelage of Professor Randy I. Gilongo. She performed extensively in the Philippines as a
soloist, chorister, and as part of the UST Rondalla Ensemble. Lodilee is a licensed teacher
in the Philippines and was a moderator of the Choir and Rondalla Ensemble in San Beda
College. Currently she teaches music in Emaar International School in Singapore.

KITAI SAEKO,

Koto player
Kitai is a koto master of Sawai Koto School in Tokyo. Born in Osaka, she began learning
the Kate at the age of 10 and studied the 13-string Koto, the 17-string bass Kato, and the
3-string Sangen (Shamisen) under various masters in Australia and Japan. She is now
teaching Japanese Language and organising aKkoto club ‘KotoKottoN’ in the Centre for
Language Studies at the National University of Singapore.

ROBERTO ALVAREZ GONZALES, Flautist

Roberto studied at the Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester with Peter Lloyd,
Richard Davis and Patricia Morris among others. In Portugal he was the Co-Principal Flute
and Piccolo in Orquesta do Algarve. In Spain he played as Co-Principal Flute and Piccolo in
Orquesta Sinfonica Ciudad de Oviedo. Currently he holds the position of Principal Piccolo in
the Singapore Symphony orchestra.

CHAN YONGXUE, Dizi player

Yongxue started learning the Dizi at the age of 13 under maestro Phang Thean Siong.
Since the age of 14, he has frequently been appointed as the soloist or principal player for
competitions and public performances. Currently he is the principal ute player of the NUS
Chinese orchestra.

HUY OESTROM MOELLER, Dén Béu player
Huy was admitted into the prestigious Music Conservatory of Ho Chi Minh City at the age
of 8 where he was schooled in traditional Vietnamese music, as well as modern Western
musical theory and singing. When he was living in Singapore, he was invited to teach Da'n
Béu to a group of music students and performed at the Chingay Parade in 1999 as part of
an initiative by then Prime Minister Goh Chok Tong to bring Dén Béu to the Singaporean
public. Huy graduated with a B.F.A with Excellent Distinction from the Music Conservatory
of Hanoi, specializing in Dén Béu and Da'n Nguyét (another Vietnamese music instrument).
He also has a post graduate degree in Vietnamese Literature from the Vietnam National
University. More recently, Huy worked for Ford Foundation in Hanoi setting up their Film
Studies Program. Huy is now studying Directing for TV and Film at UCLA, Los Angeles.
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Ricik Ricik [5:48]
Javanese dance piece for Gamelan orchestra

9

Sakura Sakura Hensookyoku

‘Cherry Blossom Variations’ [6:58]
Japanese folk song arranged
by Sawai Tadao for Kate

of Sound [8:50]
Composed by Robert Casteels for European,
Chinese and Indian utes with amplied gran
piano, in 2 movements: A Mirror of LighteninSound/ A Mirror of Lightning Sound

10 A Mirror
Casteels

Robert

by

Alaipayyuthe [7:40]
Composed by Oothukkadu Vegadasubbaiar
for Khuzal and ensemble of South Indian
instruments
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12 Madhura

Composed by Wu Junsheng for Pipa

Manohara [6:54]
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Hymn composed by His Holiness Swami
Shantanand Saraswathi for Bansuri

Phama Klong Yao and Thoet Thoeng [5228]
Thai festive songs for Thai instrumental ensemble

The Festival of the Torch Festival [3:58]
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Me_ ‘Home' [3:23]
Composed by Khéc Chi for Dén BEu

11 Qué

Baris [4:02]
Balinese warrior dance for Gamelan orchestra
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Tintinabulum, CICS Asian Variations [7:08
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Composed by Robert Casteels for piano

Resonances

Triphony [9:18]

éleelse)

Composed by Robert Casteels for European,
Chinese and Ba|inese Gamelan orchestras

Ugoy Ng Duyan ‘Luiling Cradle’ [3:55]
Composed by Lucio San Pedro for Voice and Guitar
Bu6i Séng Séng Hu‘dng
‘Moming Over the Perfume River’ [5]
Composed by Xuén Khéi for Bén Béu
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